The Housing and Building Working Group sought to
develop strategies for improving housing in the neighborhood. With limited vacant land for new construction, the team explored opportunities for renovation
and new construction, with the goals of maintaining
affordability and providing current residents of Polish
Hill opportunities to continue to stay in the neighborhood. The group also discussed nonresidential development ideas which included commercial, business or
live-work developments.

Discussion Topics

ÐÐDeveloping affordable infill housing/unit conversion
strategies.
ÐÐExploring suitable sites for new development.

Housing & Buildings

Introduction

ÐÐDeveloping new housing typologies (condo conversions, micro-houses, etc.).
ÐÐDetermining whether there are any areas for a larger
scale development, including transit oriented development (T.O.D.).
ÐÐDeveloping strategies to improve property and land
transfers in the neighborhood.
ÐÐAddressing the issues of long-term vacancy and land
ownership (liens, public ownership, title).
ÐÐDeveloping strategies to reduce the impact of absentee landlords within the neighborhood.
ÐÐDeveloping strategies to encourage housing renovation.
ÐÐAddressing the issue of housing property maintenance.
ÐÐCommercial development opportunities: (businesses,
live-work, studios, etc).

Housing
and Buildings
Existing
Conditions
Housing
and Buildings
Existing
Conditions
Map Plan
Melwood Infill Opportunity

Herron Ave TOD Opportunity Site

Stockholm Street Opportunity Area

Pulawski St. Rehab

Downing Street Houses

ÐÐGreen housing strategies, unit conversions.

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐPreservation of existing buildings.
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PNCIS helped provide updated housing data for Polish
Hill which included housing indicators such as foreclosures, average sales prices, assessments, crime statistics and tax delinquencies. Maps were then generated
to determine which areas of the neighborhood were
most impacted by these negative housing indicators.
The key findings are summarized below.

Trends

ÐÐAverage sales prices in the neighborhood are rising
and it is difficult for renters in the neighborhood to
find opportunities to purchase a home at affordable
prices.
ÐÐSupply is relatively short. Houses that do come up on
the market are picked up quickly.

Housing & Buildings

Housing Data

ÐÐThere are a variety of housing types within the neighborhood from single family to multiunit. At the same
time many of these buildings (such as the large,
triple-deckers) do not fit the current resident needs
and market demands).
ÐÐOwnership of many parcels is hard to determine. This
creates issues with property maintenance and vacant
properties, which are hard to solve.
ÐÐThere is more foreclosure, vacancy, and distressed
property in the area west of Herron Ave, than in the
Melwood corridor.
ÐÐMultifamily properties also tend to be clustered west
of Herron Avenue.

ÐÐDespite increasing interest in purchasing houses, getting mortgages on vacant or distressed buildings is
proving to be difficult. Many buildings sit due to lack
of availability of bank financing for major renovations.
ÐÐThere is significantly more demand for housing than
can be provided presently. There is interest in movein condition homes, very few of which become available in a given year.

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐThe ratio of owner-occupied to rental properties in
Polish Hill is comparable to other Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
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Consensus emerged around the following values and
vision statements regarding housing and building
development in Polish Hill.
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Values and Vision

ÐÐKeep the neighborhood affordable, mixed income
and diverse.
ÐÐKeep the prices of new development accessible to
existing residents—vital and affordable is preferable
to higher income.
ÐÐFind ways to allow current residents to build equity in
the neighborhood (i.e. turn renters into owners).
ÐÐFocus on existing housing and rehab rather than new
development.
ÐÐThe core of the neighborhood, rather than the periphery is most important.
ÐÐKeep things individualistic.
ÐÐWell designed, technology driven, green and innovative projects are desirable.
ÐÐSelf-designed projects are preferable to those that
are developer driven.
ÐÐHousing should be ‘Polish Hill Centric’, not be cookie
cutter or suburban.
ÐÐScattered-site (infill) development is preferable to all
at once development.

Housing & Buildings

Recommendation Summary

Project Priorities Summary
A. Polish Hill Housing Rehab (concentrated in the
center of the neighborhood)
C. Infill Housing
D. Micro-houses

Housing and Buildings Recommendation Overview

E. Brereton St. Fire Site Improvements
F. Transit Oriented Development (Herron)
G. Live/Work/Studio Space Development

The School Building

The Fire Site at Dobson and Brereton

Bigelow Housing Edges

Live-work along Bigelow Boulevard

Ridgeway Street Hillside Infill

Polish Hill Community Plan

B. Renovating the ‘IHM School Site’
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ÐÐAddress the challenges homeowners face,
and guide them through the process.

ÐÐDetermine what projects need building

ÐÐBuilds/restores the vernacular architecture of

ÐÐHelp homeowners plan out construction

ÐÐAllows projects to take place at multiple

ÐÐHelp determine when to do-it-yourself and

ÐÐCould tie into renovation technical assis-

Polish Hill in a cost effective manner.

permits.

scales.

budgets and schedules.

tance programs, or weatherization grants.

when to hire a professional.

Window Trim

Brackets

professionals (community-based Angie’s List
concept).

All acknowledged, however, that building renovation
presents its own series of challenges. Many buildings
in the neighborhood, for example, lack occupancy
permits and proper titles, complicating building permitting and lending. Individual homeowners who are
looking to invest and renovate must navigate a maze
of zoning and building codes, financing requirements
and construction challenges in order for a project to
move forward. This led the group to develop ideas
that could assist Polish Hill residents with renovation
projects and focus neighborhood resources on certain
areas and types of projects.

ÐÐFacilitate sharing of source materials, skills,
tools, etc.

ÐÐDevelop tips and tricks from seasoned

Create a Polish Hill Home Renovation
Guide

veterans.

ÐÐFoster community connection and home
ownership growth.

Originally built for three families, many of the
triple-decker houses in Polish Hill were converted into single-family houses and are now
too large for smaller households.

Iron Fences

Gates

ÐÐMany units are in need of major repairs and

While building rehab should be pursued throughout
Polish Hill, the planning process established that special attention should be paid to areas west of Herron,
in the Brereton – Dobson corridor and around Pulawski Way. Properties in these areas tend to be larger,
often multi-family, and in greater disrepair. The following projects represent some of the ideas that came up
during the meetings and discussion.

there is an opportunity to convert these
buildings into vertical cooperatives or lofts.

ÐÐThe ground floors could be accessible senior

lofts for households looking to downsize but
remain in the neighborhood.

ÐÐDeveloping these houses into co-housing

units would provide a way to help residents
to build up equity in Polish Hill.

Aluminum Awnings

Encourage Triple-Decker
Coop Conversions
Brooklyn Co-housing Concept Sketch

Historic Woodwork

Kit of Parts for Micro Renovations
Triple Decker Interior, Boston

In community discussions and throughout the planning process, the issue of rehabilitation emerged as
one of the most important elements of the Polish Hill
housing plan. Conserving the existing housing stock
was seen as an essential tool to preserve the character
and cultural heritage of Polish Hill and maintain housing affordability in the neighborhood. Preservation was
also regarded as one of the greenest housing strategies, given the cost and intensity of resources associated with new construction.

Triple Decker Exterior, Boston

Green Home Improvement Workshops

Polish Hill Pivotal Streets

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐDevelop a list of reliable contractors and

Building Rehab Priorities

Housing & Buildings

Building on the URA’s Pivotal Streets façade
grant design guidelines, this recommendation
proposes encouraging homeowners to make
renovations to small portions of facades, such
as brackets, window trim, dormers or window
boxes.

Creating a home renovation guide for Polish
Hill residents would be an ideal way to share
information and resources related to renovation. Ideally the guide would:
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Loysen + Kreuthmeier

Polish Hill’s steep terrain and complex site conditions
provide an opportunity to develop new infill housing
prototypes that can take advantage of topography and
views. The Hillside Prototype has the potential opportunity to save energy by integrating thermal massing
into the hillside, rainwater recycling and passive solar
design. Green roofs and terraces could provide usable
outdoor space. Three target areas for new infill housing were established.

Infill Houses

Infill Street
Trees

Melwood Park

Melwood Infill

ÐÐInfill units along Melwood near the Bloomfield Bridge
would strengthen the entrance into Polish Hill and
connect to Melwood Park.

Historic Melwood

Melwood Infill Plan

ÐÐFills in “missing teeth” at the Bloomfield Bridge
Gateway.

Housing & Buildings

Infill Hillside Houses

Lower Greenway

ÐÐTakes advantage of views into Lawrenceville and the
Lower Greenway.
ÐÐSmaller footprints could be more affordable.

Ridgeway Infill

The area just north of Bigelow Boulevard is cut off
from Polish Hill and the Hill District. With amazing
views of the Allegheny River, new infill development
in this area could help fill the desire for housing in Polish Hill, and strengthen Polish Hill’s connections with
adjacent neighborhoods.
ÐÐLarger units possible with yard space.
ÐÐPreserve the “country in the city” feel.

Polish Hill Trinity Infill (Urban Core)
Polish Hill Trinity
Melwood Infill Site

Ridgeway Infill

Ridgeway Infill Plan
Division 43 Affordable Infill Microhouses: Portland

Philadelphia 100K House

ÐÐInspired by Philadelphia row house designs, the Polish Hill Trinity has the potential to be an economical
infill solution that deals with complex hillside sites
in the center of the neighborhood where there is
greater density.
ÐÐRoughly 200 square foot per floor, the compact plan
allows the buildings to negotiate steep grade, while
maintaining a small, cost effective footprint.
ÐÐThe building type is also flexible, allowing growth
and change over time.

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐProvide incentives for overpass improvements.
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In the past few years, “thinking small” has become
the next big idea in housing. Smaller building footprints have proven themselves to be less resource
intensive, more cost effective to heat and cool, and
more affordable.
New “micro-housing” options were proposed for the
Stockholm subdistrict, an area with green hillsides and
open space. The smaller footprints would allow for
side yards and gardens. These new homes would be
only a few hundred square feet—just large enough to
provide for a bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen/dining/
living space (basically the bare minimum).

Stockholm Street Micro-houses

ÐÐIntroduction of a new housing type to the neighborhood for people who may not be able to purchase a
larger house.

Wooded
Buffer
Edge
Parking
Pad

Housing & Buildings

Infill Micro-houses

ÐÐNew economical construction, possibly pre-fabricated.

Terrace

ÐÐAllows for larger yards, with gardens or small-scale
farming.

Garden

ÐÐSmall environmental footprint.
ÐÐFlexible housing type can be added onto.
Side
yard

ÐÐLowe’s Katrina Kit is a good benchmark.

Stockholm Micro-housing infill plan
Existing Conditions: Stockholm

Lowe’s Katrina House

Tumbleweed Tiny House

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐMinimize footprint on the neighborhood.
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ÐÐSmall scale infill,

Fire Site Infill (Dobson & Brereton)

ÐÐShared Courtyard-

ÐÐShared Courtyard
ÐÐSidewalk Improve-

In 2007, a five-alarm fire destroyed several homes in
the commercial core of Polish Hill at the intersection
of Dobson and Brereton. Two homes were demolished
leaving a series of vacant parcels in the center of the
neighborhood. In 2008, The URA presented a series
of proposals for the site that were somewhat controversial in the community. This prompted a discussion
about what should be rebuilt or whether to rebuild.
While there has not yet been consensus about redevelopment for this site, the URA is continuing their
efforts to acquire a series of parcels in this area.

smaller footprint

URA Proposal

opportunity to
develop parking in
center. Grading must
be studied further

ments

ÐÐGlass garage living

room doors at street
level

ÐÐNew infill along

Brereton and Dobson
to complete the street
wall

ÐÐPublic access cut
through

The community design process generated the following value statements related to the fire site and
feedback on URA design work to date.

Housing & Buildings

ÐÐSimilar to the original

Preliminary Studies
Maximum Site Development

ÐÐBricked Street for traf-

Small Scale Infill

ÐÐSmall scale infill,

fic calming and events

smaller footprint

ÐÐGathering space/park

ÐÐShared Courtyard
ÐÐSidewalk Improve-

in the vacant fire site

ments

In order to understand the site’s development capacity, the team created a series of basic massing models
showing varying levels of redevelopment at the fire
site. These were used to facilitate discussion about
potential re-uses and intensity of this new development.
Community discussion and feedback established the
following:
ÐÐPolish Hill residents like the idea of public space at
the core, they’ve been getting used to the idea of
empty space at the fire site.

ÐÐAll at once development is less desirable to incremental change
Piazza Concept
Fire Site: View from Brereton

ÐÐNew development should be innovative, not cookiecutter

Parklet Concept

ÐÐSmaller is better, as is mixed income.
Fire Site: View from Dobson

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐReplacing core of the neighborhood with something
new is less desirable.
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After additional discussion it was agreed that the fire
site requires a thorough technical review and design
process, beyond the scope of the community plan.
The complex geo-technical, and site conditions will
require further study. New development, however
should be guided by the following principles:

Fire Site Redevelopment Principles
ÐÐEstablish “Density with diversity”
ÐÐCreate new housing typologies:
ÐÐSenior lofts/flats on Brereton
ÐÐArtist live-work garages on Dobson
ÐÐIncremental development strategies are preferred.
ÐÐAvoid repetitive adapted suburban townhomes.

Housing & Buildings

Fire Site Infill (Dobson & Brereton)

ÐÐConsider “breaks” in the street wall where appropriate.
ÐÐCreate defensible open space and pedestrian overlooks— “visual links or pass-throughs”.
ÐÐBuilding higher is okay (like “Mary’s House”).
ÐÐRecycle/Reuse architectural elements of demolished
houses if possible on site.

Benchmark: Live Work Studio Garages

Live Work Garage Exterior

Mews Housing: London

Infill Parklet

Dobson Live-Work Storefronts

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐCreate new innovative, green corner park, pedestrian
friendly. Combine with traffic calming techniques.
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Dedicated in 1896, the Immaculate Heart of Mary
School is one of the historic architectural landmarks in
Polish Hill. The decaying structure has been the source
of frustration for neighborhood residents for a number
of years. The property was sold in 2003; in 2005,
Rothschild Doyno Architects developed a proposal to
create 13 condominium units in the existing structure. An additional 15 units would be developed in a
second phase of new construction. At the time these
plans were presented, neighborhood residents were in
favor of developing residential units in the building.
In the community planning sessions, Polish Hill
residents voiced that the best possible reuse of the
building would be for it to house instruction-friendly
artisan studios in a project similar to the Manchester
Craftsmen’s Guild on the North Side. Other interim
uses might also include exhibit or performance space.
Using the outdoor yard for concerts, farmers markets
and performances was also discussed. However, all
agreed that doing something with the space was most
important.

Housing & Buildings

Immaculate Heart of Mary
School

IHM School Next Steps
ÐÐWork with the owner to determine what steps need
to be taken to weatherize and stabilize the building.

A: Immaculate Heart of Mary School Rehab
Rothschild Doyno Phasing Plan and Unit Plans

Angel’s Arms: South Side Slopes

Cork Factory Lofts: Strip District

ÐÐMeet with owner to discuss the status of the redevelopment project and plans for moving forward.
ÐÐDevelop a real estate pro-forma. Meet with other
developers to discuss.
ÐÐIt may be possible that the project can be made to
work as a rental development.

Polish Hill Community Plan

The community would also support converting the
unit into residential apartments for young and older
residents alike. How fun to house seniors in the
school they attended as youngsters. Creating a condominium development was discussed as well, much like
a smaller version of the Cork Factory (Strip District) or
Angel’s Arms (South Side Slopes) developments.
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Green Space

Herron TOD Development
With few large, developable parcels of land available
in Polish Hill, the planning team explored whether
there were any opportunities for larger transformative
development projects in the neighborhood. The team
was particularly interested in adding workforce rental
properties to the housing mix and perhaps restaurant
retail that could draw people from surrounding neighborhoods. They were also looking for projects that
would build upon the neighborhood’s proximity to
PAAC’s East Busway that links Polish Hill to Downtown
Pittsburgh and the East End neighborhoods. Access to
the Busway was seen as an overlooked opportunity in
Polish Hill.
Currently up for sale, the 2.5 acres of land at the base
of Herron Avenue contains a bar complex and series of
surface parking lots. This site provides an opportunity
to explore mixed-use transit oriented development in
Polish Hill. Transit oriented development posits that
proximity to transportation networks, can support
higher density housing and retail development and encourage pedestrian friendly streets and environments.

Housing & Buildings

Linoleum
Greenway

While the team felt that it was best to allow market
forces to shape this new development, a series of values statements with respect to this new development
emerged.

Lights and
Pylons

Herron TOD Redevelopment Principles

ÐÐThere is an opportunity for larger restaurant retail,
currently not available in Polish Hill.

ÐÐGreen, multi-story project.
ÐÐCondominium or Rental, or a mix—ideally workforce
housing.

TOD Site at Lower Herron

View from Downing Steps

TOD Benchmark

TOD Benchmark

TOD Benchmark

Polish Hill Community Plan

ÐÐParking could take place in a courtyard center, perhaps structured.

Busway
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Improve Building Code Enforcement

A land bank could be set up to acquire and
hold blighted, vacant or foreclosed property
and allow for future development. This could
help to spur acquisition of properties and
allow for development plans to occur and
properties could be turned back to productive
use.

ÐÐThe Housing Analysis Map of Polish Hill

shows that there are many code violations in
the neighborhood.

ÐÐHistorically, the Bureau of Building Inspection
(BBI) Blitz has been an effective tool that has
gotten people to fix up their properties.

ÐÐCommunity leaders can turn the BBI Blitz

into an annual event, which, if announced
will get people renovating in advance of the
inspectors.

Implement the Blighted and Abandoned Property Conservatorship Law

Vacant Land Policies

Housing Policy Discussion Topics:
ÐÐDeveloping strategies to address the problem of
vacant buildings in Polish Hill.

Building Code Enforcement

Establish Dialogue with Developers

New Senior Living

ÐÐInformal and formal processes of com-

The next generation of seniors may not necessarily retire in the same way as the current
generation of seniors. As a result, the building
types built for today’s retirees may not necessarily work for the next generation. New
senior living prototypes could help fill a void in
Polish Hill’s current housing market. The units
would help keep older residents in the neighborhood, increase accessibility and allow intergenerational connections. Several projects and
models for new senior living emerged from
the community plan discussion.

munication between civic leaders and the
development community is essential for any
successful development project.

ÐÐIn Lawrenceville, a Community Roundtable
was established as part of the Community
Planing Process. This provided a forum for
each group to discuss goals and expectations related to new development.

ÐÐLawrenceville also implemented a Develop-

ment Review Committee which looked
at new all new projects planned for the
neighborhood, which could be implemented
in Polish Hill.

ÐÐSenior coops or co-housing
ÐÐNew senior lofts
ÐÐPlanning the future of John Paul Plaza

Developers Roundtable Breakfast: Lawrenceville

Developer Dialogue Forum

The Housing and Building Working Group also developed a series of policy recommendations for residential rehab and development. The goal of the policy
recommendations was to establish principles, rules,
or forums that would guide decisions and influence
planning outcomes, setting the framework for future
decision making. These recommendations were intended to improve building conditions and strengthen
the enforcement of rules and regulations already on
the books. The group was interested in developing
strategies that would help guide development projects
in the neighborhood and address issues that were
not necessarily solved through new design. The major
discussions revolved around the following topics.

New Senior Living

ÐÐEstablishing dialogue with developers interested in
working in Polish Hill and a formal community development design review process.
ÐÐGenerating strategies to improve property maintenance (PA Conservatorship Law).
ÐÐWorking to improve building code enforcement.
ÐÐCreating opportunities for new senior living in Polish
Hill.

Polish Hill Community Plan

This recently enacted Pennsylvania law allows
a nearby neighbor or non-profit organization
to initiate a court action appointing a third
party conservator to take care of a property
if an owner refuses. An owner may regain
possession after reimbursing the conservator
for its costs. If an owner does not redeem the
property, the court may approve a sale of the
property.

Housing & Building Policy

Housing & Buildings

Develop Land Banking
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